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Sexually Oriented Businesses and Human Trafficking:

Associations, Challeng€s, and Approaches
"Over the past years these businesses have morphed into a haven for prostitution ond criminal

activity. These girls come here desperate for a job. They ore promised that for a price, They think
they are coming for a job in a restqurant, hut it turns out to be in o mdssdge porlor."

Harris County Precinct 4 Constable Ron Hickmonl

Texas Government Code Section 402.035(dX10) requires the Human Trafficking Prevention Task Force

(Task Force) "to examine the extent to which human trafficking is associated with the operation of
sexually oriented businesses, as defined by Section 243.O02, Local Government Code, and the workplace
or public health concerns that are created by the association of human trafficking and the operation of
sexually oriented businesses."2

With the enactment of Chapter 243 of the Local Government Code, the Texas Legislature classified

certain types of enterprises as "sexually oriented businesses" - and gave cities and counties broad

authority to regulate their conduct as local officials deem "necessary to promote the public health,
safety, or welfare."3 Generally, a sexually oriented business (SoB) is defined as a commercial enterprise
where the primary business involves goods and services that are "intended to provide sexual stimulation
orsexual gratificationtothecustomer."4 AlthoughtheLegislaturerecognizedtheexistenceofthese
types of businesses and subjected them to strict regulation by local authorities, the existence of
additional regulatory oversight does not mean SOBs are allowed to offer sexual services - such as

prostitution - that are otherwise prohibited by state law. Rather, the law was intended to allow local

authorities to impose zoning and other restrictions on legal businesses like adult bookstores, while also
giving cities and counties enhanced authorityto crack down on enterprises such as massage parlors that
might have an ostensibly legal purpose - but that actually just provide a seemingly legitimate front for
illegal prostitution.

ln the very first section of Chapter 243, which memorialized the purpose of Texas' SOB law, the
Legislature recognized the reality that the "operation of certain sexually oriented businesses may be

detrimental to the public health, safety, and welfare," and, importantly, contribute to the "growth of
criminal activity."s The ose of this study is to examine the relationshi

information a ic is devastatingly scarce -
because it has not yet been widely studied on a national scale and because there
re po rts uman t SOBs in the State ofTexas. To the extent exist lng

have examined the connection between SOBs and crime at all, those reports have generally

inyestigated the interrelationship between SOB.cn crime ratps, and pronertv values. Unfortunately,
however, that general analysis of SOBs provides law enforcement and policymakers little actionable
insight into the extent to which human traffickers utilize SOBs to perpetuate the forced prostitution of
their victims.
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ln a 2011 Cardozo Arts and Entertainment Law Journal article examining the secondary effects

associated with SOBs, authors Weinstein and McCleary found that the mere presence of an SOB

generally produced hjCher crlmg-Eles - regardless of its location or the nature of the enterprise.6

According to a 2008 study commissioned by an affiliate of the Texas Municipal League (TML), 91 percent

of surveyed property appraisers stated that the existence of a strip club or sexually oriented retail store

within 500 feet of a single-family home directly impaired the value of those residences.T Seventy-one

percent of the responding surveyors also indicated that an SOB's presence within half a mile of a

residential property had a negative impact on market value.s

iven the very nature of their Bs foster and facilitate an environment that
inheren for hum an trafficking - particul nal

When human trafficking is perpetrated at or by an SOB, there is al certa i nlv a heiph pd

public health th Accordingly, the major focus for Texas and other states across the nation has been

en hanced regulatory oversight and the mitigation of risks to local communities

As Texas continues its aggressive, focused campaign to prevent human trafficking, protect victims, and

prosecute offenders, the state's strategic roadmap must incorporate the threats posed by SOBs -
particularly those that are entirely illicit enterprises hiding behind a superficially legitimate front - and

the conditions inside SOB establishments that are prime for all manner of criminal undertaking,

including trafficking. Understanding the nature of SOBs and the extent of their connection to human

trafficking will help Texas formulate the comprehensive response necessary to ensure that sexually

oriented businesses are not safe havens and profit mills for human traffickers. Aggressive law

enforcement and forward-thinking policymakers are critical if the state is going to effectively prevent

human trafficking from permeating SOBs. At a minimum, the state must impose and enforce regulations

that prevent minors from working in sexually oriented businesses; e a model human trafficki
traini and awareness regime that local governments can mandate to ensure em can re tze

violations and victims; and support public awar s

can identify victims and easily notify authorities. The state should also work to develop and implement:

a standard definition for what qualifies as an SOB; a centralized, cost-effective program for identifying

and tracking all SOBs actively operating in Texas; state regulatory oversight of sexually oriented

businesses; and initiatives to address and mitigate SOBs'secondary effects on neighborhoods and

residences.
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lntersection of Sexually Oriented Businesses and Human Trafficking

While Texas law provides a clear definition of what constitutes human trafficking, understanding the
role of sexually oriented businesses in this heinous crime and the extent of the problem is not as clear.

Concerns aFout thq link between sexually oriFnted brrsinesses and-h.uqan trafficking are well-nlaced,s5

both usually involve the exchange of money for some sort of commercial sex act. Likewise, both require€-
sexual performances and produce substantial profits. Further, SOBs and human traffickine both relv

#

siness mod

sexual services from females. While similarities exist between the two, there is no concrete evidence

that the two are synonymous. However, sexually oriented businesses cross the threshold into human

trafficking when they use force, fraud, or coercion to entice individuals to perform labor or sex acts; or
force minors to commit commercial sex acts. lt is for that reason that Texas must take all precautions to
protect those working in sexually oriented businesses.

Both federal and Texas law define and criminalize human trafficking. According to the federal
Trafficking Victims Protection Act 2000, human trafficking is "the recruitment, harboring, transporting,
provision, or obtaining of a person for labor or services, through the use of force, fraud, or coercion for
the purpose of subjection to involuntary servitude, peonage, debt bondage, slavery or forced
commercial sex acts."e The only exception to the requirement of force, fraud, or coercion is when the
act being committed is against a minor.lo

The Texas Penal Code also requires the use of force, fraud, or coercion to cause another individual to
engage in commercial sex acts.ll ln addition, like federal law, Texas law does not require an element of
force, fraud, or coercion when the individual trafficked is a minor.

opportunity for a wide array of illicit behavior - which can spa itution to d spxua

owever, legal employment can cross over to instances of illegal behavior such as human

trafficking. For example, performing at an adult dance club or cabaret is considered sex traffick when
(1) the performance is involuntary, (2)the performer is a mjnor, or (3) illicit sexual acts is a

uirement for retaining em nt. Links between sexual ly oriented businesses and human

trafficking have been documented in published reports bythe NationallnstituteforJustice (NlJ), non-
peer reviewed journals, and professional publications.12 State, local, and federal law enforcement
agencies in Texas and around the nation have also released information detailing human trafficking
casesinvolvingSOBs. Forexample,theMarch,2009NlJJournal featuredanarticleonsextrafficking
written by the director of the Human Trafficking ion Unit in the Civil Rights Division of the
United States Department of Justice, Robert Moo au ted nciples to help build
u on the successes and failu from investi s, including identifying victims
in the hidden businesses - such as brothels and illicit ors - and to make the activities of the
trafficker more "public" while providing law enforcement with a chance to intervene when clients seek

services or when victims are forced to provide those services.la To better equip investigators in taking
those hidden crimes and bringing them into the light, Moossy called for effective training programs and

c
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more robust multi-disciplinary collaborations to help law enforcement identify victims and better assess

trafficking situations. Similar strategies were echoed in 20tt, when the FBI released a Law Enforcement
Bulletin on human trafficking.ls That bulletin highlighted a high profile case involving domestic minor
sex trafficking operation where minors were forced to strip and engage in street prostitution.16 Authors
issued a call for law enforcement to look at normal police activities differently especia when

age parlors, asa clubs - calli

Kf

Furthermore, in April2011, the United States Department of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS)

issued a special report, Characteristics of Suspected Human Trofficking !ncidents, 2008-2010 regarding

investigations handled by the federally funded human trafficking task forces across the nation.18 The BJS

found that the federally-funded Bureau ofJustice Task Forces had opened 2,515 cases involving
suspected human trafficking, with over 82 percent classified as sex traffickine. glegglly.gx pelqgllof
those incidences involvine sex trafficki ing

"sexualized labor" at strip clubs and massage parl tt A2ot2 study conducted by Northeastern
University and the Urban lnstitute on entifying challenges in investigating and prosecuting human

trafficking cases found similar numbers - with roughly three percent of the cases identified in the study
involving massage parlors.2o The researchers indicated that the problem may be more pervasive than
reflected in the study as law enforcement struggled with "both political buy-in to investigate the
massage parlors" and the "difficulty infiltrating the often closed ethnic networks operating these often
legitimately licensed businesses."2l

As early as 1997, Houston documented problems ensuring that entertainers working in sexually oriented
businesses were at least 18 years of age." As recently as 2009, legal authorities discovered that
massage parlors and spas were increasingly being utilized to mask sex-related businesses.23 ln the past

two years, Houston has targeted massage parlors and uncovered human trafficking at multiple
facilities.2a However, massage parlors are not the only establishments that cause concern for law

enforcement. The Harris County Sheriff's Office claims human trafficki isa ble of

50Bs.2s Harris unty and the City of Houston have filed multiple public nuisance lawsuits in order to
shut down businesses allowing prostitution and other criminal activity. ln December 2011, both
jurisdictions brought suit againstTreasures, a strip club operating in Houston. City and county officials
moved to shut down the club under the public nuisance laws - for harboring prostitution, drugs, illegal

weapons, and sexual assaults - which would have shut the strip club down for a year. ln January 20L3,

city and county officials reached an agreement with the establishment to ensure that it would operate
"above board."25 Underthe agreement, human trafficking prevention mea'+ff' were placed in the club

includ ing provis ions for club mana rs to attend classes on human traffickih8, dancers with
tn nd adding additionala

managers for weekday day shifts and all night shifts.2t The owners were also required to pay SJ_AjJ00-
to the City of Houston which will be used by the police department for€n!:Ugffic!!-!g_qfl$ts, and

another to cover the cou attorn s fees.2' Although the club was not ultimately closed,

the added focus on human trafficking was a significant shift in approaching the operations of sexuall

orient slnesses.

b[(€aba4 s
(
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Some SOBs, such as escort services and adult advertisements, rely solely on the lnternet to promote

theirillicitenterprises.2'Theincreaseduseof thelnternetandsocial mediahavemadetherecruitment
and solicitation of sex trafficking victims quicker, easier, and almost undetectable. Even seemingly

unrelated online gaming websites have been used to secretly recruit potential victims and arrange

transactions of commercial sex acts.30 ln addition, websites such as Backpage.com knowingly host

advertisements marketing illegal commercial sexual services. A recent report by AIM Group showed

that in January 2OI2,five websites alone - including Backpage.com - generated a record-breaking 53.3
million from prostitution advertisements.3l Nonetheless, Backpage.com refused to remove the adult
services section from its advertisements.32 ln July 20L2, three Washington State teenagers filed suit
against Backpage arguing that the site allowed them to be sexually exploited. The three girls, ages 13,

1-3, and 15, were forced to prostitute themselves to online buyers. The victims' legal action claims that
Backpage's lax security measures make exploitation relatively easy for traffickers." Similar cases have

also occurred in Texas. ln September 2O12, an Amarillo man was sentenced to 26 years in federal prison

for forcing a 14-yearold girl into prostitution. She, too, was advertised on Backpage.com.to

lncreasingly, sex trafficking - specifically the prostitution of minors - is common among escort services,

massage parlors, and adult cabarets,3s Many victim advocates who serve domestic minor sex trafficking
victims report that children under their care worked in legally established SOBs before they encountered
the criminal who later trafficked them.36 One victim of sex trafficking was forced to work in a strip club

at the age of 13. Shortly thereafter, she was convinced to become a dancer at the club - and later sold

herself on the streets six days a week.37 ln Washington Park, lL, a suburb of St. Louis, two sex trafficking
victims were rescued from a strip club after one of the victims worked up the courage to inform a patron

that a trafficker was holding her hostage and threatening to harm her if she stopped working as a

prostitute.3s

lncidences of Human Trofficking in Sexually Oriented Businesses

Far too often, human trafficking victims are forced to work at a sexually oriented business across Texas

and the nation. The summaries below are a sample of some of the human trafficking cases arising in

sexually oriented businesses in Texas.

ln Williamson County, two subjects were indicted for human trafficking after authorities
discovered they were using massage parlors as fronts for prostitution. The defendant's victims
were forced to live at the massage parlors and were shuttled between the parlors and an

apartment complex, where they were forced to prostitute themselves.3e

The Texas Office of the Attorney General and the City of Arlington brought a nuisance action
against an Arlington night club, Flashdancer Cabaret, calling the club a "nuisance club rife with
drugs, prostitution and aggravated assaults and other criminal activity."ao Club owners reached

an agreement with city officials in January 2O72lo close for a year. However, city officials
continued with actions to revoke the establishment's SOB license - stating the club owner had

filed a misleading SOB application with the city and had allowed "rampant" sexual activities and

contact at the location.ot The city's actions to shut down the club permanently angered the club

owner, and in April 2O72, he allegedly tried to hire someone to kill Arlington's mayor and a local

a
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The link between SOBs and human trafficking is not unique to Texas. Other states have also identified

victims and prosecuted human trafficking cases within SOBs.

a

a

a

a

a

attorney who handles the city's matters related to SOBs.a2 ln the indictment, a statement from
the club owner was introduced that indicated he would lose $800,000 a year if the business

remained closed. The club owner pled guilty to the murder-for-hire plot and received a lO-year
prison sentence.a3

ln January 2013, three subjects were each sentenced to 96 months in federal prison, 10 years of
supervised release, and fined 510,000 for their roles in a human trafficking scheme that was

based at a Houston-based SOB. Two other defendants await sentencing.aa The men recruited

several women, including minors, to work as prostitutes at SOBs that were "disguised as legal

modeling studios, health spas, and massage parlors."as The traffickers frequently assaulted and

threatened the women - one of whom was branded - into compliance. a6

A 20-year-old woman in Omaha, Nebraska, recruited two runaway teenagers from a hotel, and,

along with her boyfriend, transported the girls across state lines after teaching the victims how

to solicit sex. She then arranged employment for them in strip clubs. The accused were

subsequently arrested and convicted of human trafficking and pandering charges.aT

The ringleader of a three-state sex trafficking ring based in New York, New Jersey, and

Connecticut exploited as many as 20 victims - including minors. The defendant in that case

recruited victims by luring them with promises of modeling contracts and a glamorous lifestyle.

He forced them into dancing and performing at strip clubs, and to work as street prostitutes

until the early morning hours after the club closed.as

Members of notorious New York crime families - including the Gambino and Bonanno families -
have also been linked to sex trafficking of minors in SOBs. The prosecutor in one Long lsland

case noted that the mob had entered "new criminal territory" as a reputed boss and 13

members of the Gambino organized crime family were chaiged with racketeering and the
interstate sex trafficking of minors.a' Teenage girls were recruited and forced to prostitute

themselves in strip clubs and on the lnternet, ln New York, federal authorities busted another

mafia-led operation where women were smuggled from Russia and Eastern Europe to work at
stripclubs.so Thevictimsweresentfalsejoboffersforwaitressingandotherjobs,butupon
arrival were forced to work in strip clubs.

A well-organized prostitution ring in the Minneapolis/St. Paul area recruited and transported

adult women and underage girls to Las Vegas, Nevada, where the victims were threatened with
violence and forced to perform at strip clubs and prostitute themselves. The organization

operated over a span of seven years. The perpetrators involved were charged and pled guilty to
federal sex trafficking and forced prostitution charges.sl

ln 2010, a Detroit strip club was forced to close for a year after a judge declared it a public

nuisance. The court's order cited the SOB for allowing a 14-year-old girl to perform at the club.

ln addition, the club was the site of 14 shootings over a seven-year period.s2

ln New Albany, lndiana, a man was charged with sexual misconduct with a minor after sexually

assaulting a 15-year-old girl inside a local strip club - and in the presence of her aunt and uncle.

a

a
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The defendant plied the victim with alcohol to intoxicate her before sexually assaulting her in a

private room. tt

Recently, a Texas resident was allegedly forced to dance at a Detroit strip club by two traffickers
from Florida and Tennessee. Both have been arrested and charged in Michigan with human
trafficking. The victim was identified when police responded to a noise complaint at a hotel and
found the victim badly beaten. The victim was lured to work for the traffickers with the promise

of good pay. Upon her recruitment, the alleged traffickers kept all of her earnings and used

violence to control her. The traffickers were arraigned on Februa ry 25,2073, and they are
awaiting trial in Michigan.sa

Although the multitude of cases cited in this report and other stories by the U.S. Justice Department
demonstrate an unquestionable circumstantial connection between SOBs and human trafficking, it is
difficult to study the relationship empirically because there is not a standard definition delineating what
constitutes an SOB. As a result, it is also difficult to determine where SOBs are located throughout the
state. The lack of uniform statewide regulation and the broad definition of a sexually oriented business

make it difficult to collect and analyze relevant data. Because data is sparse, investigating potential links
between sexually oriented businesses and human trafficking is difficult. Additionally, the secretive
nature of SOBs, coupled with the labyrinth of private rooms that are commonly found on their premises,

makes it difficult to ascertain which establishments are utilized to either facilitate voluntary or forced
prostitution.
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Sexually Oriented Businesses and Public Health

Several public health-related threats that are intrinsically linked to human trafficking are also endemic to

SOBs. Though it does not specifically delve into the issue of human trafficking, the Texas City Attorneys

Association (TCAA) produced a report in 2008 that studied the connection between SOBs and trafficking-

related offenses. The studyfound, in part, "[l]t is a scientificfacf sexually-oriented businesses pose

large, statistically significant ambient public safety hazards in terms of prostitution, drugs, assault,

robbery,andvandalism."ss Manyofthesesafetyhazardscannegativelyaffectthehealthofworkers,
patrons, and the community. For example, women who work at sexually oriented businesses, especially

stripclubs,reportbeingphysicallyandsexuallyabused.s6 Thisabusecancomeatthehandsof theclub
owner or the person buying services.sT

Victims of trafficking often face large mental health hurdles; feelings of exploitation and low self-esteem

are common and play key roles in the development of mental health issues like Post-Traumatic Stress

Disorder and depression.ss According to the University of Texas study, An Assessment of the Adutt

Entertainment lndustry in Texos (Assessment), mental health issues are common, even for those who

work in legally-operated sexually oriented businesses.st Other studies have shown that in an attempt to
protect themselves from the trauma they are experiencing, many sex workers will practice dissociate

behaviors.60 A 1990 Canadian study showed that exotic dancers who prostituted themselves at strip

clubs suffered from trauma-related disorders at the same - and often greater - rate than street

prostitutes.6l

Addiction to drugs and alcohol are also common among dancers at sexually oriented businesses.62 By

providing or denying workers drugs and alcohol, pimps and handlers are able to coerce victims into

dancing or providing other services against their will.63 Authors of the University of Texas Assessment,

found that drugs and alcohol are positivelycorrelated with victimization and perpetration of sexual

assaults.64 The report continues by saying, "working at an SOB puts women at a greater risk of

victimization, especially when combined with alcohol use."65

Victims of sex trafficking often contract sexually-transmitted diseases or infections.66 Similarly, exotic

dancers also have an increased risk of acquiring HIV and sexually-transmitted diseases or infections.6T

When sexual encounters occur as part of operations at SOBs - whether forced or voluntary - diseases

and infections can be easilyspread frorn victim to patron and visa-versa. Furthermore, these sexually

transmitted diseases and infections can then be spread to innocent third parties who were unaware

their partner had engaged in this illegal sexual activity.

ln 2005, Naomi Akers, Executive Director of the St. James lnfirmary in San Francisco, conducted A Pilot

Health Assessment of Exotic Dancers in San Francisco.68 The St. James lnfirmary provides medical and

social services for sex workers in the San Francisco area.tt Former and current dancers were

interviewed about the conditions in the strip club. lt was noted that certain health risks were present,

simply from the nature of the work - working long hours, the shoes worn by the dancers, club

conditions, and even customer harassment were cited as work-related health risks. 70
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A2012 study, Early lntervention to Avoid Sex Trading and Trafficking of Minnesota's Female Youth: A

Benefit-Cost Analysis, reported on the benefit-cost analysis of early intervention proBrams to avoid sex

trafficking in Minnesota. The study identified major health problems related to sex trafficking victims,
including physical injury from violence, sexually transmitted infections, pregnancy and subsequent births

or abortions, mental illness, and chemical dependency.tt The study provided conservative estimates for
the number of incidents per year a victim would suffer and the costs for treatment of those health

issues. over a 12-year span, the undiscounted costs per victim would be $354,165.t' Thuse costs do not
take into account HIV infections, which would add an additionalcost burden. Since it has been

established from previous research that employees and contractors of sexually oriented businesses

suffer from similar health concerns, it can be inferred that similar health costs may be applicable to
them as well. After taking into account the costs of early intervention measures - including housing -
and the benefits from reduced trafficking among female youth in Minnesota, researchers conservatively
estimated Minnesota could save $28.9 million which amounted to $E+ of benefit for every $1 spent.73

Clearly, risks for those employed, even legally, in SOBs is high - from the physical concerns brought on

by long hours, repeated exposure to alcohol and drugs, and business conditions to the mental concerns

resulting from customer harassment and exploitive conditions. These risks are compounded in cases

involving human trafficking - thus creating a serious public health concern.
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ldentifying Sexually Oriented Businesses in Texas

It is almost impossible to pinpoint exactly how many SOBs are in operation throughout Texas.

ldentification is a twofold process - defining what constitutes an SOB and then maintaining an accurate

count ofthose businesses. ln Texas, sexually oriented businesses are defined byTexas Local

Government Code S 243.0O2 as:

a sex parlor, nude studio, modeling studio, love parlor, adult bookstore, adult movie theater,

adult video arcade, adult movie arcade, adult video store, adult motel, or other commercial

enterprise the primary business of which is the offering of a service or the selling, renting, or

exhibiting of devices or any other items intended to provide sexual stimulation or sexual

gratification to the customer.Ta

Local units of government are given the authority to create regulations governing the operation of SOBs

within their communities and, in turn, providing additional sub-classifications where local leaders see fit.
When the definitions are subject to local interpretation, it is almost impossible to maintain a consistent
definition or standardized approach as to what constitutes a sexually oriented business. Establishing a

state law that standardizes definitions across Texas' 254 counties and applies to all SOBs can be difficult
because of concerns that it will cause confusion for law enforcement and policymakers.

When conducting an assessment of SOBs for the 80th Legislature, the University of Texas at Austin

interpreted the statutory definition to include the following businesses: adult entertainment clubs, adult
theaters, adult video stores, adult bookstores/magazines, adult motels/lodging establishments, escort

services, hotel/motel video-on-demand service, home-based cable video-on-demand, the lnternet,

massage parlors, novelties/clothing stores, and nude modeling studios.Ts While the list provided by the
study is more comprehensive than current statute, it still does not include every possible example of a

sexually oriented business. For example, often businesses advertise or license certain materials that do

not represent the majority of the business' inventory.T6 ln such instances, a business may sell sexually

oriented services, but not fit the legal definition of a sexually oriented business.

One of the major problems regarding SOBs is that they are hard to define because the services offered

by the industry constantly evolve. An SOB may have different aliases: gentleman's club, cabaret, strip

club, massage parlor, or exotic dance club, to name a few. As academics and victim service

organizations face difficulty defining SOBs, local municipalities face greater difficulties crafting

ordinances regarding these businesses. The legal definition must be broad enough to cover the many

facets and constant changes in the commercial sex industry while remaining specific enough to exclude

establishments, such as Barnes & Noble, that may sell small amounts of adult literature.TT

Local municipalities are authorized to regulate SOBs under Sec. 243.OO3, Texas Local Government Code,

thus it is implied that they would know which businesses are under local regulatory jurisdiction and how

many are in operation - but that information is typically kept locally. There is no statewide oversight or
licensure relevanttothe broad spectrum of SOBs in operation and no mechanism to centralizethe
locally held data. For example, the Texas Alcoholic Beverage Commission (TABC) regulates all businesses
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that serve alcoholic beverages.Ts Although TABC maintains a database containing information on bars

and adult cabarets throughout Texas, TABC does not maintain information about sexually oriented
businesses which do not serve alcohol as they are not under the agency's jurisdiction.Te At this time, the
total number of sexually oriented businesses in operation in Texas cannot be accurately quantified.

Therefore the extent to which human trafficking occurs in those businesses also cannot be adequately
assessed.
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Regulatory Oversight

Because regulation of SOBs is currently delegated to local governments, it is also importantto consider

whether these local regulations adequately address the threat that their operations pose to public

health and safety. The balancing act for local municipalities has always been to create regulations that
meet the community needs without infringing on the First Amendment rights of individuals.

Attempts to take proactive approaches to the secondary effects of sexually oriented businesses are still

being developed at the local level. Recognizing the negative effects of sexually oriented businesses on

the immediate areas around such establishments, San Antonio passed an ordinance prohibiting sexually

oriented businesses from operating within 1,000 feet of a residential site. ln Encore Video, lnc. v. City of
Son Antonio, the city's ordinance was challenged.s0 Encore argued that because customers were not

permitted to view videos at the store, the business did not fall under the regulatory guidelines of the

city. Since San Antonio used studies to justify the zoning that did not address the secondary effects of a

retail-only establishment, the court ruled in favor of the store.81

ln 2OO7, in light of the Encore decision, the Texas City Attorneys Association commissioned a study to
investigate the secondary effects of retail-only sexually oriented businesses with no on-premises

entertainment. The study concluded that "criminological theory predicts that oll SOB subclasses will

have large, significant [crime-relatedl secondory effects. The empirical evidence corroborates the

theoretical predictions."s2 ln other words, despite the fact retail-only SOBs were considered a different

type of establishment for the purposes of the Encore decision, evidence suggests they suffer from "the

same crime-related secondary effects found for on-site SOBs."83 Conversely, in the University of Texas

Assessment, researchers concluded that it is difficult to definitively determine if SOBs play a role in

crime. However, they also report that "women working at SOBs have a confirmed increased risk of

violence" and that "many of the crimes committed at SOBs, including rape, drug-related incidents, and

physical violence are least likely to be reported to police."sa While the empirical data on whether or not

SOBs produce higher rates of crime - to include l'ruman trafficking - may still be in debate, the need to
engage owners, employees, and patrons in efforts to prevent human trafficking is not. This is especially

true when considering the relationship between alcohol, sex, and violence and recorded instances of

human trafficking in S0Bs.8s

Because SOBs frequently challenge state regulations in court - citing their First Amendment rights - the

state's efforts to address illicit conduct at SOBs is made more difficult. Nonetheless, given the potential

for human trafficking and other crimes being perpetrated at SOBs, additional statewide interventions

are needed.

Community Approaches

Counties and municipalities across the state are focusing on mitigating the negative effects sexually

oriented businesses have on their communities through regulatory action. ln December 2012, the El

Paso County Commissioners Court passed an ordinance related to the operation of SOBs in

unincorporated areas of the county. The ordinance forces potential employees to apply for a license
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from the sheriff's office, provide proper identification, pass a background check, and provide

fingerprints. According to El Paso Sheriff Richard Wiles, "the most important [regulation] was the
licensing requirement to help make sure we do not have underage people working in these facilities."s6

The City of Houston found that licensing may help eliminate underage entertainers.8T Requiring that
entertainers receive certain licensing and a criminal background check could ensure that those arrested

cannot subsume a new stage name to be employed elsewhere.8s

Harris County and the City of Houston aggressively pursue actions against SOBs in their jurisdiction for
allowing criminal activity and other businesses which operate as a front for SOBs. ln the last few years,

they have filed numerous public nuisance suits to have area strip clubs closed as they were allegedly

involved in sex trafficking.se ln addition, Harris County also took action against several unlicensed

massage parlors to have them closed.e0 Harris County proactively uses the Texas Occupation Code,

which addresses massage parlors as a business, to investigate these businesses from the regulatory side

oftheequation. HarrisCountyPrecinct4Constable,RonHickman,sendspeaceofficersouttoinspect

facilities. ln turn, illegal SOBs that masquerade as massage parlors are identified through this approach.

By working with the Sheriff's Department Vice Unit and the county attorney, Harris County is able to file
injunctions of these businesses to cease operations.el

ln an effort to reduce the negative effects of SOBs and to create enforceable ordinances, the City of San

Antonio instituted new regulations on SOBs in December, 2012. The City Council broadened the
definition of a sexually oriented businessto reduce loopholes exploited by business owners.

Additionally, criminal penalties against businesses were increased in an attempt to deter criminal

behavior.e2

Across the United States, other municipalities and state governments are working to address the
negative effects of SOBs. ln October 2012, the city council in Albuquerque, New Mexico, passed

additionalregulations on strip clubs. All"adult cabaret entertainment" is prohibited in areas of the club

that are not public. Additionally, signs must be posted inside establishments that inform employees on

how to report incidents of human trafficking. The city also implemented new record keeping

requirements on the identity of performers.t' The Albuquerque regulations are unique because they
were put in place for the specific purpose of preventing human trafficking.

Challenges to Closing Sexually Oriented Businesses with Links to Humdn Trafficking

Municipalities encounter many challenges when attempting to shut down SOBs. The U.S. Supreme

Court has held that SOBs are protected under the First Amendment, and therefore cannot be

completely banned or closed without cause. Rather the SOBs can be regulated with restrictions put in
place regarding their operation and location . ln City of Renton v. Playtime Theaters, /nc., the Supreme

Court held that in orderfor restrictions to be upheld they must be "content neutral, serve a substantial
government interest, allow for reasonable avenues of communication, and be narrowly tailored to meet

the substantial government interest."sa ln the Renton decision, the court allowed evidence of negative

secondary impacts to substantiate the regulations.
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While the U.S. Supreme Court has allowed for restrictions to be placed on SOBs, local regulating

authorities do not always have the mechanisms in place to effectively enforce provisions - including

shuttingdownbusinessesthatoperateinviolationofthelocal ordinances, lnDallas, local officialswere

unable to immediately shut down a club in which a 1-2-year-old runaway girl was found dancing nude at

a local strip club where she had been dancing for two weeks.et Two individuals were charged with

felony sexual performance of the child for their role in forcing the child to dance at the club; however,

the strip club could not be closed by the City of Dallas because the local ordinance did not permit

automatic revocation of licenses for employing minors.e6 Following the incident, the Dallas City Council

moved to amend city codes regulating SOBs to "protect minors from exploitation in sexually oriented

businesses."" The April 2008 amendments to Chapter 43.A (Sexually Oriented Businesses) of the Dallas

city code added prohibitions on minors entering, performing, or working in SOBs with violations

resulting in license revocation.ss The ordinance also placed stricter requirements on club operations -
including designation of an individual, or operator, who is required to be on premises while the club is

open - as well as more extensive identification records for all employees of the SOB.ee

State leaders, including Attorney General Greg Abbott, called for more stringent regulations on adult

businesses - including tighter licensing requirements for the clubs and the employees - to protect

children from sexual exploitation.too ln its 2011 report to the 82nd Legislature, the Texas Human

Trafficking Prevention Task Force (Task Force) recommended tougher penalties for individuals who

employ minors in sexually oriented commercial activity, including strip clubs and massage parlors -
calling for penalties for employment harmful to children offenses to result in a second-degree felony

unless the child was under 14, and then the offense would be increased to a first-degree felony.1o1 lri

2011, the 82nd Legislature passed two pieces of legislation regarding employment harmful to children,

but the two had conflicting penalty provisions.l02 The Task Force provided additional recommendations

in its 2012 report to the 83'd Legislature, one of which was to support maximum penalties for individuals

employing minors for commercial sexual activities.l03

Criminal justice professionals encounter many challenges when attempting to close SOBs with
documented links to human trafficking. First, many SOBs with links to human trafficking may not be

easily identifiable. The businesses may be operating without a license, or may not fall under a legal

definition of an SOB, such as a restaurant that acts as a front for other illicit activities.

Second, it is difficult for undercover officers to successfully investigate SOBs while maintaining the
integrityoftheinvestigation. Becausemembersoflawenforcementarerestrictedintheiractions
during the course of an investigation, many clubs, owners, or handlers use dancing as a test to

determine if a patron is a legitimate customer or an undercover police officer.loa For example, law

enforcement personnel are not allowed to engage the dancer in an inappropriate manner, such as

removing clothing. Therefore, dancers may try to engage patrons during the dance in a way that he.lps

to identify police officers.tot ln some cases, dancing is also used as a precursor to the performance of

sex acts. lf the patron passes the test, the dancer proceeds by offering prostitution services. ln a 2013

Houston-based case, women were told to weed out possible undercover law enforcement personnel

before offering illegal sex acts.106
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Third, SOBs are often purposely designed to create areas hidden from public view that are conducive to
illegal behavior. For example, the use of high back chairs, dim lighting, and private rooms help conceal

illicit activity from other patrons and management.loT One Houston Police Department officer noted

that lighting was so dim one could not observe activities occurring a table away.tot

Fourth, budgeting is also an issue. Many businesses require patrons pay a fee to enter "VlP" rooms, and

undercover law enforcement officers cannot always afford these fees to investigate illegal activity that
occurs.to' Knowing that an investigator cannot afford a VIP room helps management identify possible

u n de rcover officers.llo

As municipalities continue to balance First Amendment rights under local regulatory schemes, in light of
the potential for human trafficking they must carefully consider additional options to promote the
health and safety of the potential victims in the establishments.
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Addressing Secondary Effects of Sexually Oriented Businesses

While local ordinances have been in place for many years to regulate the operation of the businesses -
including the location, hours of operation, and permitting - only recently have other measures been

proposed to introduce a statewide presence in SOBs. Other initiatives have been undertaken by

business owners as well to find ways to counteract potential risks for employees, especially as it relates

to human trafficking victims.

Statewide Approaches: Adult Entertdinment Fee

ln 2007, the 80th Texas Legislature enacted the Sexually Oriented Business Fee Act, which established a

Ssadultentertainmentfeeforpatronsofsexuallyorientedbusinesses.ltt HB1751 amendedthe
Business and Commerce Code Section I02.O52, requiring patrons to pay a 55 fee upon entering

establishments that featured live nude performances and allowed consumption of alcohol. The bill also

authorizedtheTexasComptrollertooverseethecollectionofthefeesfromthebusinesses. Money

from the $S fee was designated for sexual assault prevention programs and for health insurance

coverage for low-income Texans.lt2 The law went into effect January 1, 2008, but was immediately

challenged in state court. The ongoing legal challenges have delayed the implementation of the law. ln
2008, the district court held that the provisions of the law were unconstitutional under the First

Amendment.' The Third Court of Appeals affirmed the trial court decision in 2009. The state appealed.

ln 201.7, the Texas Supreme Court found the law constitutional and remanded the case back to the trial
court to consider issues under the Texas Constitution.tt' The Texas Entertainment Association filed a
petition for writ of certiorari with the U.S. Supreme Court. The petition was denied January 23,2OL2.114

However, the case is not necessarily closed. According to the 2012-13 GeneralAppropriations Act,

revenue from the Adult Entertainment Fee cannot be appropriated until "a court, in a final judgment

upheld on appeal or no longer subject to appeal" finds the statute constitutional.

According to estimates by the Texas Comptroller, when the sexually oriented business fee was

introduced in 2OO7, there were approximately L69 establishments in Texas that featured live nude

performances and allowed the consumption of alcohol that were subject to the adult fee provisions.lls

Determining how many are in existence as of 2013 remains problematic. lf this fee is implemented, it
may increase the state's ability to track the number of SOBs that provide both live nude shows and the
consumption of alcohol.

ln June 20L2,lhe City of Houston passed a similar city ordinance referred to as the Rape Kit Funding

Ordinance (RFKO). The Houston City placed a $5 fee on "each entry by a customer into an adult

establishmentwithinthelimitsofthecity."ltt Patronsarechargedthefeetoentertheestablishment
regardless of whether or not they spend money while they are there.117 The fee is expected to raise 53
million in annual revenue - all of which will be appropriated to help Houston address its backlog of
unprocessed sexual assault kits.118 Attorneys for club executives have filed suit to prevent Houston from
collecting the fee, and the litigation is ongoing.lls
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Other states have also proposed additional measures to address secondary effects. Utah and lllinois

have also passed taxes or additional charges to provide funding for sexual assault survivors.120 Georgia

considered a fee in 2009.121 And in 2Ot2, California attempted to pass AB 2447 which would establish a

tax on SOBs and create the Sexual Assault Treatment and Prevention Fund "to ameliorate the negative

secondary effects associated with the combination of sexually oriented businesses and alcohol so as to
promote the health, safety, and welfare of the citizens of California."122
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Conclusion

There is overwhelming circumstantial evidence linking SOBs to human trafficking and other criminal

enterprises. But,becauseauniformdefinitionofSOBsislacking,andhumantraffickingischallengingto
identify, it is difficult to empirically connect the two enterprises. Nonetheless, SOBs are naturally

conducive to human trafficking-related behavior based on their business characteristics and the demand

for sexually-oriented services. Accordingly, preventative measures that can protect potential victims by

reducing the risk factors of human trafficking are worth considering. Dancing and working in SOBs

desensitizes possible future trafficking victims to sexual exploitation, and in many cases, workers are

forced into prostitution underthreats of violence. Additionally, public health concerns exist related to
physical and sexual assaults and the diffusion of sexually transmitted diseases and infections as a result

of trafficking-related offenses occurring at SOBs. These types of businesses are also difficult for law

enforcement to successfully investigate because business owners are constantly adapting new
procedures to identify law enforcement officers and hide the true nature of their businesses.

Furthermore, several human trafficking victims in Texas - and across the country - have been identified
and rescued at SOBs. Given these factors, it is reasonable to conclude that SOBs will continue to be

associated with the occurrence of human trafficking in Texas. Texas must work to prevent human

trafficking occurring in SOBs. The first steps must include accurately identifying SOBs operating within
the State of Texas, creating statewide regulations that allow for the protection of minors and others

who are at risk of exploitation, and ensuring that we can adequately address public health concerns.

Continued collaborations between regulators and businesses to ensure that victims are better identified
are also important. Through these efforts, we can ensure thatTexas is better equipped to address

human trafficking in sexually oriented businesses.
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